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About This Game

Vlad is an interactive graphic-novel with RPG elements where your decisions shape the outcome of your story. Each
playthrough offers a different experience and immersive story totalling two hours of content.

Features

 Three different classes to choose from.

 A morality system that unlocks special classes based on your decisions.

 The choices you make will make or break your stats, effecting how your story ends.

 An engrossing, gritty art style that immerses you in the world of Vlad the Impaler.

 Music by Kevin Riepl, composer for Gears of War and many other titles.

 Over 50 unique illustrated stories.

 Over 100 unique illustrations including weapons, characters, stories and more.
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 Collectable Trading cards, badges and achievements.

Story

The scent of murder hangs in the air. It is the year 1452 and a city under siege is desperate. You receive a letter, bearing the
king’s seal, begging for your help. A once beautiful, peaceful place is now a tormentor’s paradise; dark, bleak and heavy with

fear.

You venture along the road to your destination, determined to solve the mystery terrorizing the citizens of Istanbul. Thousands
of bodies line the roads, impaled on bloody poles, ravaged & torn, lying limp; faces contorted in anguish. If this is just the path

to the city, what lies within its walls?

A gruesome scene welcomes you; hollow sockets live where eyes once saw their murderer coming for them. Torsos of young
children ripped open, their bodies hung like criminals; blood filled pools in the Cistern house rotting bodies, throats cut, fingers

missing. Dank Catacombs lined with broken bones containing new members, heads daggered, burn marks over eyes. Blood
streaked Basilica walls, disembowelments and beheadings. The brutality is too much to bear. What – or who -is murdering the
innocent lives of these people!? You hunt through the night, intent on finding your foe, bringing an end to the grisly massacre.

As the Explorer, you have knowledge of the land; you are fast, on target and adventurous. You leave no stone unturned in your
pursuit. Will you be the enemy Spy or will you be the Emissary?

The Mage is skilled, wise and supernatural. Become the the high Priest who can be counted on to cast spells to protect the
people of Istanbul or choose to be the Sorcerer and release your inner demon fueling your thirst for destruction.

The Soldier; fierce, strong, and none better with a blade. Protecting people is your Knightly duty, with your feminine intuition &
compassionate heart leading you to do the right thing for the kingdom. But perhaps you would rather seek to unlock the dark

side and become the Assassin. The choice is yours; will you seek justice or wickedness?

Each character unlocks unique levels and secret weapons. Feel the weight of your decisions and change the story of your game
with each turn. Your actions will determine the future of your people, saving their souls or surrendering them to evil.

About the Developers

Section Studios brings you this action packed adventure, where your wits are just as important as your strength. We wanted to
create an experience that combined a unique visual style with thoughtful narrative and game play. We chose a world and

character that our team would feel passionate about reinventing with Vlad. By creating everything from story to artwork, we
were allowed to let our imaginations run wild and create something we all felt connected to.

As a studio that originated in the world of video games, we know what our audience wants because we ARE the audience.
Supernatural powers, an abundance of undead abominations and plenty of secret expeditions throughout the game, along with
awesome, gothic graphics, illustrations & challenges are what made this game something we were proud to work on – and very

excited to play.
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Title: Vlad the Impaler
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Section Studios
Publisher:
Section Studios
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Later

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB graphics memory and directx 9.0c compatible gpu

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 512 MB available space

English
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This is a fun casual game, but don't expect great depth from it. The game has played fine so far without using cash to purchase
rewards. The game plays well for the 5 dollar price.. Developers have abandoned this game. Currently has about 30-40 minutes
worth of gameplay. Would never recommend to anyone unless it was freeware.. Locked in VR isn't awful, but as much as I love
escape games it's hard to really give it a glowing recommendation. The better escape games are full of things for you to move
around and explore, but the enviroment in this game is mostly plastic, with a majority of the objects in the room being a part of
the scenery that can't be touched. It makes it difficult to tell what you're actually supposed to grab, and what's just clutter that
you shouldn't bother trying to reach. It's interesting that this game actually gives you a time limit of one hour like real escape
rooms, but the time limit just ends up being frustrating for the wrong reasons because some of the puzzles are so poorly
implemented that you'll end up spending way too long trying to get them to work and run out of time and have to start over.

 The flashlight in the game operates on batteries for some strange reason, and there are a limited amount of extra batteries in the
room, but the flashlight doesn't tell you that and the batteries don't look anything like batteries so there's a high chance that
you'll end up just stumbling in the dark half of the room trying to use your crowbar on the extremely finnicky and poorly
implemented board puzzle that isn't even very easy to do when you can see it because of the weird delay between your hands'
movement and the in-game hands. Since you have to hold the flashlight a significant amount of the time, but you can't teleport if
both of your hands are full, you end up having to pick things up and toss them a few feet over and over until you reach the other
side of the room you're trying to get to, hoping that the item doesn't get stuck somewhere along the way. And finally, one of the
puzzles just doesn't seem to work at the moment, so I still haven't completely finished the game. The voice acting is also
somewhat poor, and as much as I feel bad for faulting someone for their accent I really couldn't tell what the character was
saying about half the time between the accent and the low volume, so I have no idea if he was giving hints or just commenting
about the weather. Locked in VR has a pretty decent atmosphere, but there are just too many problems with it for me to actively
recommend it. I'd only try it out if you've played the other better titles available.. Decent attempt.

Main recommendation... Playtest again and again and again.

GOOD

- Atmosphere
- Sound Effects

BAD

- Everything else.

Keep trying ;). Simple yet awesome! You help Viki find all the differences that are presented on these pairs of pictures. You
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have to find the difference between 2 pictures that look alike. Great for kids and achievement hoarders.. Positive:
- The game looks nice.
- The physics are good and feel really smooth.

Negative:
- Challenging fights combined with lots and lots of trial and error "puzzles" means you have to do the fights over and over again,
which is really frustrating.
- The camera does not follow your character properly when you are moving fast which means that you can often die to enemies
or traps that you run into, simply because you couldn't see them. This can also force you to redo a difficult bit you just finished.
- Repetetive gameplay. There are not so many types of enemies, but there are lots and lots of them. You get tired really quickly
of fighting\/dodging the same guys over and over.

. Just another bad touch-screen game that someone thought would be worthwhile to port to PC. Avoid this game, and wait for a
deal on the far superior Space Pirates and Zombies. This is basically Space Rangers with one button.

That'll teach me to buy a game with woman plastered all over it, like some kind of browser-based monstrosity. I really think it's
some kind of law of gaming: If a product is draped with women (as sex objects, not people) all over, it will be bad. The less
clothing the women have, the worse it will be. If the clothing makes no sense (eg boob chainmail) you would get more
enjoyment out of your money by burning it.

I've been calling it the boobmail law, but whatever. It's my fault for buying this hot mess.. So. I can't find the Dagger at all or the
other items you need to open the first door. So I'll give a review of my first impressions of the Early Access version of the
game.

It took me a while before I figured out how to make the video actually work for me. At first it was going at 25fps but now I've
got it going at a solid 60fps, most of the time. Whenever I walk into a building it seems like the game has to load the new rooms,
because it freezes for a second and then lets me move again, it's only a minor annoyance but it happens at each new building.
And the framerate drops significantly in tight areas, not to mention the game gave me hell (no pun intended) just to get the
video to run so I wouldn't have flashing lights on the borders.

But this still doesn't matter when everybody else seems to playing a different game. They start out in some sort of building when
I start out in the town, I don't know if this is a glitch in the game but it's something you should really fix as soon a possible
because it makes looking up a walkthrough or expriencing the game to it's fullest much harder to do.

So right now I will not be recommending this game. Once they've fixed it, or finished it I'd suggest it, but not now.
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The game looked really funny and fun to play with my friends on the couch, so I bought it.

Sadly after 10min of playing it was clear the game isn't working properly. It's either unfinished or broken.

1. The game description promises satisfying and fluid brawls, but we couldn't really fight with eachother untill after some
considrable time, when some weapons spawned and we picked them up... and even then it wasn't what I would call fluid.

2. In fact generally the controls didn't seem to work - except for moving the characters, but no jumping or anything else
possible... we were using 2 Xbox 360 controllers.

3. During our playtime we also wanted to check the controls and for some reason I couln't totally exit the menu after - it
wouldn't dissaper untill the end of the round, it was there while we continued playing. The menu also didn't work with my
controllers, you have to use the mouse...

TL;DR
The game really seemed fun, I really liked the character custumization and the whole concept of the game, but since it isn't
really playable... much...

I mean... if this was an Early Access game the develloper was still actively working on and developping it, I would have left a
positive review and eagerly waited for the finished product. But since it's not an EA game... I asked for a refund.. My personal
favorite skin for the game. I really liked Talion's original outfit, and this skin just adds a bit to make him seem less tattered. It is
only a cosmetic dlc though, so I wouldn't recommend picking it up on it's own. I got it in the steam sale with all the other dlc..
EPIC METAL REMIX MUST BUY
11\/10. About this game: "Size block is exciting new puzzle game"

Me: It is not exciting nor new. (and no i'm not going to pick on the grammer)

ATG: Levels are represented as labyrinths with loads of traps, jigsaws and other challenges.

Me: While yes the levels are, but bearly, labyrinths I have seen zero traps no "jigsaws" and it wasn't challenging is the slightest.

ATG: The task is simple \u2013 just bring the cube to the final destination\u2026 However, that\u2019s not that simple as it
seems!

Me: "However, that\u2019s not that simple as it seems!" yes it is.

ATG: Some of the obstacles can change, size, shape and even behavior of your cube!

Me: yhea, sure but it really isn't that hard to look at the maze for 3 secons and see what you have to do.

ATG: Ambient soundtrack will immerse you in relaxing environment of the game.

Me: It wasn't making it immersive nor relaxing.

all in all
It's not a good game for it's price 2 euros is a lot for a 10 minute game. If it were free, had more levels and was a little more
challenging I would enjoy it alot but it isn't and i don't think it will change so use your money elsewhere becouse you can buy,

1.680672269 tacos,

8 bananas,

0.05 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, (And, yes i googled how much \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 cost.)
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0.105540897 jigsaw puzzles

and

0.0002 baby Penguins. I loved Raven Shield and Rainbow six earlier games, so it saddens me to say how much of a let down this
game is. The best way to explain how this game relates to its predecessors is by calling it a dollar store version, its as if they
sucked the budget out of the game. Do not purchase this game and support shoddy game development. This game has some
elements earlier games which I like, such as the realism/fragility of life, tactics etc., but spend a dollar to make a decent game, a
disgrace to Mr. Clancy. There are a number of reasons to give a game a bad review, but perhaps the worst is to call it unfinished,
where its creators mailed it in.

Simply put,
Rating
2/10. By far the worst game purchase i ahve ever made.

Bad controls, Crappy story, and crappy preformance.. Blasting slugs is pretty fun. But that's all there is. That's it.
I get that thta is what the game is callded...But yeah. I was hoping for gun upgrades and stuff.
Probably worth it for a dollar though.

There might be some value in the multiplayer aspect of the game, but single player is pretty meh.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sN4EqcRY3xk&feature=youtu.be. Great game, lovely soundtrack, simple gameplay and
very challeging!!. this gmae suk not any supply drops or eko jumps no wepon variantes or eko zamblies dios jame socks clock
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